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Terrence Carter Stephen King is a well-known author who writes horror and pop fiction novels. While most of his works must be acquired, there are some online copies of his novels and books. It is important to only access online copies on certified sites, however, because otherwise you can read or download illegal copies of books. Click
on the online library of books from the University of Pennsylvania. It is a sanctioned library of online books and portions of books that you can read for free. You can't read just any Stephen King novel on this site, but there are a few of which you can choose from. Choose the type of Stephen King book from the list, which is organized by
name and publication dates. Click on the links to see which books or parts of the books are available for reading online. You can't download them or save them, but you can read what's available online. Click on Stephen King's main website. Here the author publishes links to several different online stories, novels or parts of books. Links
are constantly changing, so you can keep coming back to your site to see which novels or parts of the novels are currently available for you to read. When you find a story or novel that you would like to read, click on it to read it on the screen. You can't save or download these novels. Click on Stephen King's Dark Tower website. Here you
will find parts of the Dark Tower Novels, as well as parts of other novels that relate to the Dark Tower series. Click on the links to read different parts of the novels. You can't download these stories and you can't save them on your computer. Photo: Jaclyn Youhana GarverMost Stephen King readers I know discovered a man in his youth.
They came across a copy of Cujo or Firestarter in a library book sale and took it home and then they couldn't put it down and then their tiny history-loving minds exploded. Well. There are many reasons to encourage your children to pick up ol' Uncle Stevie. If you shy away from this idea, if you think he's writing anything but the dreaded
horror of a monster, I'm sure you haven't read much- or any of his novels. The King understands childhood, with all his fears and miracles, on a virtuoso level, and he can create the main character, and, well, yes, an antagonist - with the best of them. Hell, he's the best of them. So if you want to help your child with some seriously fantastic
tales, these are the books you should start with. Eyes of the Dragon In His Heart, Eyes of the Dragon Tale, and the King wrote it with a child in mind: It is dedicated to his daughter, who is said to have complained to his father that he never wrote anything that she would like to read. In the story, the king is killed, and his son Peter was
framed for this murder. Peter must be better than the evil wizard, and his brother to take his rightful place on the throne. One One He was imprisoned in the tower for many years. It's enough time to come up with an escape plan. King's fans learn the name of Randall Flagg, a sorcerer who is a thread through much of the king's universe.
Wind through the keyhole While technically not part of the Magnum King opus, the Dark Tower series, Wind Through the Keyhole is a dark novel tower. Consider that book 4-1/2.Keyhole tells a story in history, about a boy named Tim, his sweet mother and his evil stepfather. A tale of magic keys and a magical tax man takes Tim on a
magical quest - complete with a caption (use the king's spelling), a dragon and some swamp people to save his mom. Low people in yellow coatsTechnically, low people section/novella in a larger book, Hearts in Atlantis, which somehow reads like a novel and a story collection. Low people can stand alone and, according to this humble
reader, some of the greatest pages king ever written. It's the summer of 1969, and Bobby Garfield is in love with a bike and a girl. His widowed mother works frequently, leaving Bobby to hush up a friendship with his upstairs neighbor, Ted Brautigan, a sweet old man who hires Bobby to keep an eye on lost pets and odd cars. It didn't take
long for Bobby's mother to have concerns about friendship. Low men are full of fully drawn characters who are flawed, frustrated and relatable. Also, there are name guys, recurring characters in King's work who are at their most sinister in Hearts.The Long WalkPenned under the alias of the King, Richard Bachmann, The Long Walk reads
like this must surely be inspired by The Hunger Games: Every year in the near future, 100 boys are chosen to participate in the walking contest. The winner gets everything he wants for the rest of his life. To win, he must keep up with the pace of 4 miles per hour. Those who don't... Well, as I said, think What Hungry Games.Gwendy's
BoxCo button is written with writer Richard Chizmar, Gwendy's Button Box tells the story of a 12-year-old Gwendi who got a mysterious box from a stranger one day. Different buttons represent each continent. One lever distributes treats that make your life much better. Another hands out valuable rare coins. Then there's the black button.
That's it, Farris says, and gets up. All shebang. Big kahuna, as your father would say. So, whatever that means? BodyThis story is in the collection of Various Seasons. It's also the basis for the film Stand By Me. You probably know the story: a group of friends learn about the body of a missing boy, and they went in search one summer to
find this body and become heroes of their city. The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon: Pop-Up BookYes, You Read This Right: The Girl's Tale, Loved By Tom Gordon has a pop-up version. It's pretty pretty With additional pages tucked into every corner of the book, an amazing addition of pop-ups and some seriously excellent use of clear
plastic to illustrate the time swarmed wasps and looking at the night sky full of meteors. In the story, Tricia separates from her mother on the Appalachian Trail and has only her Walkman to keep her company. She listens to her beloved Red Sox and eventually turns to her favorite player to guide her through the woods and all his horrors.
And if you haven't already, give these books a read yourself. Then you can have a mini bookclub session with your child as you finish each exciting new story and die to talk to someone about it. Meet the smartest parents on Earth! Join our parent Facebook group. Stephen King is terrified. Starting with Glass Floor in 1967, King has built a
career on engaging horror stories and supernatural fiction. He has a household name, synonymous with bone cooling, strange stories about telekinesis, psychic abilities, and creepy children. I've been a fan of King since high school and I'm amazed to meet readers who are not familiar with his work. Or rather, just not familiar with it, how it
could be managed, given the saturation of American pop culture with their creations. What I've found is that you can know about the radiance without actually understanding it. Jack Nicholson with the Axe is a fabulous descriptor, but he does nothing to unpack what's really going on at the Overlook Hotel.If you haven't read many of the
King's novels, don't think I condemn you for it. I just want you to read these books because I think you're missing out if you don't. So for those of you who aren't familiar with the author, or who just want to find something scary to read before Halloween, these nine Stephen King books are just what you need to get you in the mood for the
spooky holiday of the year. ShiningThinking this will give him plenty of time to work, a failed writer takes on the job of an off-season caretaker in a snow-covered hotel and moves his family in. But the hotel has a frightening history, and all three family members are soon in deadly - and timeless - danger. Carrie Carrie White has a terrible
life. Her mother is an abusive fanatic and all her classmates are bullies. After the very public start of her first period, Carrie discovers that she has telekinetic abilities, and begins demanding her revenge on those who mistreated her.'Salem's LotA series of coincidences brings a small group of people together to Lot Jerusalem, just as a
mysterious buyer buys the most haunted house with the city. When people slowly begin to die and disappear, new allies are forced to fight for survival against the ancient evil. CellWhen Pulse turns cell phone users vicious and a rather animal, artist and his Friends must fight to survive against the telephones as they return home to find
what has become of their their SemataryShortly after moving into a new home, a kind neighbor takes the man and his family to the animal sematary, where the children of the city went for a number of years to bury their pets. But the cemetery has a deeper, darker purpose, and the family tragedy soon pushes one member to do the
unthinkable. When the unspeakable, cyclical evil returns to their hometown, seven former friends are called together again to fight the terror they faced as children. If you only know this book as Tim Curry as a clown, believe me: it's much more. Skeleton CrewSeveral stories in this collection have been adapted for the screen, including
Grammea and Fog. If you don't have a place on your TBR for a full-length novel, consider adding one of these short pieces of fiction to it instead. Tommyknockers When a writer reveals an ancient alien artifact on her property, she notices that the aging process has changed in both herself and her dog. This is the only benevolent thing that
this structure has in store for its city, however, as it slowly begins to bend the population to its will. DreamcatcherFour mentally related friends take a fatal hunting trip that lands them right in the middle of an alien invasion. When the struggle proves too much for them, they must seek the help of a fifth ally to defeat the evil that threatens to
destroy humanity. Photo: bloodybigspider/Instagram it stephen king english book
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